To apply for a GPE Fellow position: Submit an updated resume and cover letter to gsasprofessionaldevelopment@yale.edu with the subject header “[Name of Fellow position]” by July 7, 2023.

Refugee Program Development Fellow at Program on Refugees, Forced Displacement, and Humanitarian Responses (PRFDHR) at Yale MacMillan Center Program on Refugees

### Graduate Professional Experience Host Office Description

The Program on Refugees, Forced Displacement, and Humanitarian Responses (PRFDHR) is an intellectual hub for research, teaching, and policy recommendations that takes a people-centered approach to the refugee experience – from internal displacement at home, to the transit experience inside and outside the camp, to challenges of resettlement and integration. Acting as a catalyst for innovation, it is open to new and unconventional ideas of research or public outreach. Rigorous, inter-disciplinary, evidence-based research is being conducted and linked to policy and practice.

**Host Mentor**

Teresa Delgado
Refugee Program Director
mariateresa.delgado@yale.edu

### Graduate Professional Experience Fellow Responsibilities

The Refugee Program Development Fellow will continue to support the expansion of the Program in different ways including, but not limited to:

1. Creating a space for students across the Schools and Departments at the University to present their work related to the program’s objectives;
2. Identifying opportunities to collaborate with artists and filmmakers to present their work at various exhibition places at Yale;
3. Maintaining the engagement of Yale faculty interested in humanitarian topics and expanding the links with various departments;
4. Facilitating the organization of inter university workshops and conferences, as well as identifying renowned speakers for invited lectures.

### Graduate Professional Experience Learning Objectives and Opportunities

The Refugee Program Development position will give the GPE Fellow the opportunity to improve their organizational skills, prepare budgets and negotiate contributions, and collaborate across a variety of stakeholders. It will help develop project management competences and presentation of interim and final results. The opportunities will be tailored to the experience and interest of the GPE Fellow.
Desired Qualifications
The Refugee Program Development Fellow should work at a steady pace, have the ability to plan ahead, and coordinate group meetings of different sizes and disciplines. They should be innovative and creative when developing the new areas for engagement. They also need the ability to organize work independently with minimal supervision and communicate and work effectively with faculty and staff in and out of the team.

Duration of position
Full academic year 2023-24